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I’ve long been fascinated by the concept drawings done by Syd Dutton for 
our series. Recently I was lucky enough to purchase one of his original 
drawings, and it has sparked dreams of what might be...  

 
 

PART ONE 

It had intrigued and baffled both Vincent and Mouse for years: the heavy 
wooden drawbridge stuck in the upright position just steps from the 
entrance to the Great Hall. It had been created gods-knew-when by who-
knows-who. The ropes or chains that had once fitted into the sturdy metal 



rings at the top had long since worn, rotted or fallen away. And no amount 
of searching on their part, or poring over the oldest maps of Below, had 
revealed any useful information about it.  

How could they open it? And more importantly: where did it lead? 

Father was content to consider it a mystery, on a par with how the Great 
Hall itself had been carved from the solid rock around it, or how the steps 
leading to the Great Hall’s doors and down, down, down into depths rarely 
ventured into were created. But not Vincent. And when Mouse began to 
explore beyond the Home Tunnels, his curiosity matched Vincent’s. For this 
and other so-far-impenetrable mysteries of the Tunnel world were begging 
to be solved… 

 

As he set the heavy beam in place to secure the Great Hall’s doors after yet 
another Winterfest celebration, Vincent’s gaze shifted to the darkness 
below him. Although a few torches were set in the walls beyond the Great 
Hall doors, there was nothing past them other than an increasingly 
dangerous, steep and uneven rock staircase descending into nothing 
deemed useful to the community. 

“Ready?” Mouse, beside him, was decked out with a lantern in each hand, a 
backpack on his back, and another dangling from one shoulder. Lengths of 
rope were secured to the bottoms of both packs, and from his belt hung 
several water bottles which bounced against his hips as he impatiently 
rocked from foot to foot.  

Vincent dusted his gloved hands and then reached for a pack and a lantern. 
“Ready.” Like Mouse, he wore a modified headlamp, but his was the usual 
kind, attached to a kerchief tied around his forehead.  

They had previously explored the more-accessible turreted column to the 
left of the drawbridge. Was it a flanking tower? Part of a keep? It seemed to 
promise easy access, and the possibility of stairs leading down and into 
what was behind the drawbridge. Unfortunately, it was a dead end; they 
had climbed up and peered inside numerous times, but the tower itself was 
an empty cylinder, sealed completely, but for the window-like openings on 
its upper level. 

“Climb first?” Mouse held up several pitons.  



Shaking his head, Vincent replied, “We already know we aren’t strong 
enough to pull the drawbridge down, and there’s nothing for it to rest on, 
even if we did somehow manage it. We can’t risk damaging the stair and 
pathways beyond.”  

Mouse nodded and dropped the pitons into a cross-body satchel he wore. 

Vincent hefted the large pack onto his back, securing it with ties across his 
chest.  

Both men turned and headed down the dark stairway. 

 

Hours of exploring both before and after a quick lunch had brought them 
no closer to finding another way to approach the area behind the 
drawbridge. They had covered this ground on previous exploratory hikes, 
but decided to search it again, on the off chance they had somehow missed 
something before.  

They hadn’t.  

“Which way next?” Vincent knew that Mouse had an uncanny ability to 
divine connections hidden behind tunnels, caverns and chambers – ways to 
access or circumnavigate areas that even Vincent was unable to discern. But 
this puzzle had baffled even Mouse, with his extraordinary skills. 

Mouse shrugged. “One way.” He pointed. “Another.” His hand flicked in a 
different direction. He shrugged again. 

“Well, I always like to start by going left,” Vincent said, smiling. “Perhaps 
because I’m left-handed. Shall we?” He indicated one of several dark spaces 
which promised corridors tall enough for them to travel for a long way. 

“Already tried it. Lots.” 

Frowning, his companion pointed to the next corridor over. 

“Tried it too. Lots more.” 

Holding back a smile, Vincent held out a hand, palm up. “We must go 
somewhere, Mouse.” 

The younger man looked around, studying their environment, until he 
suddenly grinned. “Go up!” 



“We’ve been…up. The stairs lead to the Great Hall and the Home Tunnels, 
so…”  

Mouse shook his head vigorously. “Up,” he repeated, this time pointing to 
the ceiling above them, the rock there punctured by a large hole Vincent 
was certain he hadn’t noticed before. 

“Find a way above. Follow it.” 

They had about a dozen pitons. They could go upwards for a way, assuming 
the cavity in the rock didn’t narrow. 

“Is there another level where this hole comes out?” Vincent wasn’t certain 
he had ever seen such a thing on any map, but then, he hadn’t seen a level 
above the one where they stood at all – not unless he counted the level far 
above their heads where the Home Tunnels were. 

Mouse laid his lantern down and pulled off his pack and satchel; the water 
bottles followed. “Going to see.”  

Vincent did the same with his own pack, retrieving only the coil of rope, 
which he placed around his neck. He took a hammer from his belt and 
handed it to Mouse. “I’ll boost you up and hold you until you hammer in 
the first few pitons.” 

The younger man nodded and lifted one leg, accepting the boost and, after 
hammering in a piton, he scrambled to kneel and later to stand on Vincent’s 
broad shoulders, while the older man stood stock still, steady and 
steadying. 

“OK good!” Mouse shouted, panting from the effort. “Three in! Push!” 

Vincent took hold of Mouse’s booted feet and heaved him up until he felt 
Mouse grasp and pull himself up to rest a foot on the lowest piton. He 
heard more hammering. Mouse disappeared completely up into the hole in 
the rock ceiling. Suddenly, the shout he had hoped for: “Found it!” 

Vincent thrust his lantern as high into the opening as he could. Above him, 
he could faintly make out Mouse’s face peering down at him. 

“Tunnel! New one! Not on maps! Come!!!” 

Vincent gazed at their packs and water; as much as he wanted to take it all 
with him, the hole wasn’t wide enough to accommodate his bulk while 



hauling them. He reasoned that, should the space Mouse had found prove 
explorable, they could return for their equipment. So he settled for securing 
both lanterns to his belt, and he hauled himself up via the pitons.  

Soon he was standing in a large, long corridor leading off into deep 
shadows at one end. The nearer end was blocked by a seemingly 
impenetrable rock wall. Mouse was already in front of it, studying it by the 
light of his improvised headlamp.  

Vincent retrieved his hammer – Mouse was careless once a tool was used 
and no longer needed – then held both lanterns up to provide as much light 
as possible for Mouse’s inspection. At the same moment, both became 
aware of a tiny imperfection high up in the rock that did not appear to be 
natural.  

“See it?” Vincent said, just as Mouse crowed, “There!” 

Mouse reached for it, pressed hard, and was rewarded by a groaning snick 
of long-disused metal, and something creaking as it rolled. They stepped 
back as a hidden door detached from the rockface and slid towards them. 

Mouse let out a whoop. Vincent smiled. Both carefully peered into the 
yawning gap. Then they entered the turret atop the circular column beside 
the drawbridge. They had climbed up to it several times in the past without 
finding an exit, but now it suddenly had a floor and an access point.  

The trigger they had found had, somewhat ingeniously, not only produced a 
hidden door but activated a secreted platform that now extended fully from 
one side of the column to the window openings. With the access door open, 
it was possible to stand on the platform and gaze down from the windows at 
the stairs leading to the Great Hall.  

The clever design allowed anyone to access the turret from the tunnel side. 
But with the access door closed, no one nosing about from the turret side 
could find any purchase. They searched, but there was no trigger within the 
turret that would open the access point. 

Mouse pulled a folded copy of a map of the area out of one copious pocket 
and, using a pencil stub from another pocket, marked the location of the 
elusive lock release. He meticulously refolded the map and replaced it and 
the pencil, then gazed up at Vincent. 



“Come with Mouse?” Without waiting for the reply, he scooted out of their 
newly found door and down their newly found corridor, on to other 
adventures.  

Shaking his head and smiling, Vincent carefully tied the length of rope he’d 
carried to the brickwork between two windows. It would allow them to 
simply rappel down from the tower to the stairs rather than laboriously 
climb down the pitons between levels. They could retrieve their packs later 
– they were safe enough in the deserted corridor where they had been left.  

He then entered the tunnel through the open access door and set off to 
follow his friend. 

Mouse was already so far ahead of him, his lantern light was a mere 
pinprick in the darkness. “Careful, Mouse!” he called, knowing it was 
useless, but feeling compelled to warn against the possibility of traps, or 
another hole that Mouse might accidentally descend into without meaning 
to. 

They traversed the tunnels more slowly once Vincent caught up with his 
exploring partner, partly so they could map their way, and partly to be on 
the alert for further hidden access points. The tunnel had to lead to 
something, otherwise why have such a strong bulwark against entry? 

After some time, they almost literally ran into a brick wall; turning a corner, 
they were brought up short by a rockfall. They would have to find another 
approach if they wanted to continue along this hitherto unknown tunnel. It 
was as frustrating as it was intriguing, but they had left their tools behind 
with their supplies, and it was getting late anyway. Reluctantly, they turned 
to head back toward the Home Tunnels. 

Vincent ruminated as they trudged along, as did Mouse, both silent, both 
tired from their hours of fruitless exploration along this passageway. There 
had to be a reason for that protective barrier – why build a drawbridge 
opening into a long empty corridor?  

As they returned to the tower, they held their lanterns aloft, searching for 
any tell-tale edging that might betoken another hidden door. 

Vincent had been letting his claw-tipped nails trail along the wall. His index 
fingernail snagged briefly before popping out from what had momentarily 
caught it. “Mouse, I may have found something.” 



Mouse angled his own lantern to banish any shadows. The infinitesimal 
crack came into focus once Vincent ran his fingernails over the area once 
more.  

They looked at each other, their own excitement reflected in the other’s 
eyes. Vincent turned back to the wall and felt for the hidden release, which 
turned out to be similar to the one they had already encountered. The same 
creaking metallic sound greeted them. How long had it been since this entry 
point had been unbolted? They pushed the door until they got it halfway 
opened. Vincent slipped his hammer from his belt and placed it so that the 
door could not swing shut behind them as Mouse, ever inquisitive, burst 
into the unknown chamber, his lantern held high. 

At Mouse’s gasp, Vincent stood quickly, on alert. But then he saw what had 
caused Mouse’s reaction and stood amazed himself. 

The chamber they had entered was enormous, larger than the Great Hall, 
and taller. Their footsteps echoed in the huge space. The floor was tiled 
intricately, in a pattern resembling the walls of a Moroccan palace. Colorful 
tapestries hung from metal poles and braces on second-floor balconies. 
From the light cast by their lanterns, it appeared that there were at least a 
dozen of them, not just a few as in their own hall. Against the walls stood 
intricately carved tables with no observable dust upon them.  Torches lined 
the space, seemingly waiting to be lit. The air smelled fresh, as if the vast 
room had been in constant use. Everywhere they looked, things were in 
perfect order, everything tidy and clean, as if its inhabitants might have just 
left. 

Why they felt they should whisper, they didn’t know, but they both did. 

“Who?” Mouse murmured.  

“It seemed like the door hadn’t been used in...decades. Yet…this…” 
Vincent’s low rumble was pitched only to reach Mouse’s ears. “Let’s 
explore,” he suggested. “You go up to the balcony and look for another exit. 
I’ll check down here.” 

Mouse nodded and headed for the staircase. Vincent watched to ensure he 
made it up the stairs safely, then he turned to the left wall and began a slow 
traverse of the chamber.  



Spaces between tables were revealed to be entrances to tunnels leading out, 
but he didn’t follow them now. Instead, he did a mental map of the entire 
chamber, noting to himself areas where other, hidden passageways might 
be found. Once he finished his initial survey he met Mouse, who had 
returned to the main level and was peering into the closest tunnel leading 
out of the hall. 

“Let’s map what we’ve seen,” he suggested to the younger man, and Mouse 
dutifully extracted paper and pencil. They drew the spaces they had 
explored, noting furnishings and exits. When they had finished, Mouse 
grinned.  

“Look more?”  

“It was late before we got here,” Vincent reminded him with reluctance. 
“And now it’s much, much later. We know how to find this place again. 
Let’s go back and return tomorrow, with others.” 

Mouse frowned. “Ours right now. Later…theirs.” 

“We always knew we would share our findings, my friend. It’s why we do 
this. Come on.” He patted Mouse on the shoulder. “Let’s be hopeful that 
William has saved some dinner for us. I’m hungry, and I know you must 
be.” 

Mouse resisted his urging, prompting Vincent to add, “Who will feed 
Arthur? If he starts looking for food…” 

Raising his eyebrows as if only now recalling his responsibility to his 
raccoon friend, Mouse nodded. “Better go! Now!” He raced from the 
chamber without a backward glance, Vincent hurrying to catch up to him. 

As Mouse continued out the entrance and down the long tunnel towards the 
Home Tunnels, Vincent retrieved his hammer, and marked the doorway 
latch with a piece of charcoal from his pocket so that they would find it 
easily when they returned. Then he took one more look at the wonderful 
found space, already imagining its use by the community. And from 
here…what more would they find? The prospect of further exploration 
gladdened his heart, even as leaving their discovery saddened him. 

Sighing heavily, he left, his feet set reluctantly on the path toward home.  

Tomorrow. They would come back then. 



 

PART TWO 

 

“What did you see? Mouse made absolutely no sense when I ran into 
him…almost literally.” Father gazed up at Vincent over his glasses. 

“I believe we now know the secret to finding hidden doorways,” Vincent 
advised the older man, whose eyebrows rose in astonishment. “Where we 
were had not been charted by anyone who created the maps we use, but 
Mouse made notes.” Smiling, he added, “The large chamber we discovered 
is in excellent repair and appears to be ready to use.” 

Father’s eyebrows narrowed. “Has it been used recently? Perhaps by 
Paracelsus’ people?” He shuddered at the thought. 

“I doubt it. The place was clean. It didn’t have the feel of a lair, but of 
fastidious former tenants. We found no signs of them, however, only 
furnishings. There must be a source of fresh air, as it was not musty at all. 
And with numerous passageways leading out of it, it seems a good base for 
further exploration.”  

The older man beamed. “Excellent! I’ll admit I had my doubts about you 
two wandering around on what I thought was a fool’s errand but…I’m glad 
to be proven wrong!” He rubbed his gloved hands together, his mind 
already in planning mode. “We’ll organize a large crew to join you in the 
morning. I only wish I could be with you as you explore further. Just 
imagine the potential for new chambers! All that space…my, my.” Father’s 
eyes took on a faraway look.  

Vincent chuckled and patted his parent on the shoulder. “Sleep well, 
Father. Tomorrow we’ll use that Polaroid camera Catherine gave you so you 
can share in the discovery.” 

 

At the Council meeting convened early the next morning for Mouse and 
Vincent’s official report, eyes gleamed and smiles wreathed all the faces. 
Nearly every able-bodied adult and most of the children wanted to join in 
exploring the newly discovered space. A crew of eight to accompany Mouse 
and Vincent was finally selected after much wrangling. Those who were 



disappointed to be left out were reminded that this was just the first of 
many sojourns into the area, and they would all have a chance to explore. 

The selected team hurried to gather their packs. 

 

The first obstacle they encountered was trying to climb the tower beside the 
drawbridge.  

“I’m sure I secured the knots on the rope we left,” Vincent said, frowning 
down at the coil that was now lying in a tangle at the foot of the tower. “It 
held our weight last night when we rappelled to these stairs.” 

Mouse looked from the window they had rappelled from to the rope, his 
lips pursed. Then he merely shrugged. He pulled some pitons from his 
pack, dug deeper, and came out with a hammer. 

Zach, the nimblest among the crew, made an inexpert ascent by driving in 
the pitons until he got to the window level. Breathing heavily from the 
effort, he began to clamber within in order to tie a new rope for the others 
to use. He stopped suddenly with only one leg inside the window, then he 
turned and shouted, “There’s no floor, and there’s only a curved rockface on 
the other side, no open door.” 

Somehow, the access door linking the turret to the tunnel had closed in the 
night, taking with it the floor that had extended when it had opened. 

“Perhaps it was on a timer?” Vincent suggested in an attempt to make sense 
of the situation. 

Mouse frowned and shook his head. “Old system. No clock.”  

Vincent realized that Mouse was correct. There could have been no timer 
on that creaky old locking device.  

Had he inadvertently triggered the lock prior to descending via the rope? It 
seemed the only explanation, as unlikely as it might be. And without the 
floor to stand on, it was as impossible as ever to look for the internal trigger 
to open the access door again. 

They would have to make their way to where Mouse and Vincent had left 
their packs. There the crevasse in the ceiling held the pitons they had used 



to climb up to the hidden tunnel above their heads. It would take time, but 
they could make good progress from there.  

As Zach came down the way he had gone up, more sure of himself now on 
the metal spikes, Vincent apologized to the crew. “I know you are anxious to 
explore. This setback is frustrating, but we have another way in, although 
it’s a bit of a hike.” 

Nobody grumbled. “You lead, we follow,” said Cullen, and he slapped 
Vincent on the back. “Didn’t feel like climbing a rope anyway!” 

General laughter accompanied Cullen’s statement, which relieved Vincent. 
“This way,” he said.  

The group descended the stairway carefully, and proceeded to the access 
point Vincent and Mouse had discovered the day before. It took until 
lunchtime to get to the spot, the group having to go at the pace of the 
slowest among them – William, now red-faced with the effort of a long 
hike, but determined to be among the first to see what had been discovered.  

The hole in the tunnel’s ceiling was still there. But the pitons that had been 
hammered inside were gone. And so were the packs. 

Mouse looked at Vincent uneasily. It had been odd that the rope from the 
tower window had fallen, but they could suggest an explanation for that. 
This was harder to figure out.  

“Why missing? Didn’t fall out."  

Vincent nodded. Even if the pitons had somehow worked their way out of 
the rock, wouldn’t they be lying in the dust at the bottom of the hole? Was 
human intervention possible? But who would have braved the long march 
to their entry point in the dead of night to remove their pitons? And why?  

The possibility of someone following them to take their packs was always 
present. On rare occasions on other exploratory trips, both Vincent and 
Mouse had seen evidence of temporary campsites, some old, some…not. It 
was why they carried a few implements and supplies on their persons 
instead of leaving everything in their packs. Might some intruder have 
stumbled upon their materials and taken them for their own use? It would 
have been hard work to dislodge the pitons but… 



Disguising their unease, Vincent and Mouse recreated their undertaking of 
the previous day and hammered new pitons into place. 

With nothing else to do for a while, the others rested and ate the lunches 
that had been packed. If asked, most would have admitted that they had 
hoped to eat lunch at the tables Vincent and Mouse had described to them 
within the marvelous newly discovered hall. The hard-packed tunnel floor 
was a poor substitute, but they were all used to the ground serving as their 
table while on work crews, so nobody complained. 

 

“Time to go!” Mouse announced as he jumped down from the lowest piton, 
having placed new spikes carefully. “Who first?” 

Zach, emboldened by his earlier climb using pitons, needed little help to 
hoist himself up and to the floor above their heads. Cullen followed with 
less grace but fairly adroitly, although it took him twice as long as the 
youngster.  

The rest of the group was less adept at climbing. And after watching one of 
their number struggle, needing the help of a rope tied to their mid-section 
to heft them upwards, two of the crew decided not to continue. Charlie 
muttered something about not being a fan of spelunking, and Andrew 
stated that being one of the first to view the new hall wasn’t worth this kind 
of effort.  

Vincent was surprised that William was not among those who had decided 
to give up. But if the heavy-set man was game, Vincent was willing…and the 
only one able…to assist him in his inexpert scramble upwards, tight fit that 
it was for such a robust man. 

Finally, the crew, minus the two already on their way back to the Home 
Tunnels, was on the path they had expected to be on hours earlier. While 
the day had been eaten up by all the unexpected barriers to quick 
movement, the good humor of the group took an upsurge. They were finally 
on the promised passageway, with the prospect of an easy walk ahead. They 
moved forward with anticipation as Vincent and Mouse led the way down 
the long tunnel.  



“This whole area will be pretty close to the Home Tunnels,” Cullen 
remarked. “That is, once we find the direct path that Vincent had promised 
us…the one that mysteriously evaporated this morning.”  

His sardonic tone cut Vincent, with its suggestion that some embellishment 
had been responsible for generating the enthusiasm for this trek. But he 
said nothing in direct response, accepting the implied criticism, and 
knowing that the goal, when reached, would justify all that he and Mouse 
had promised. Instead, he determined to focus attention on productive 
lines of conversation. 

“While we walk…does anyone have ideas on ways to mount the tower more 
easily than using pitons or rope? Perhaps the drawbridge might be 
employed for easier access, now that we know the secret of the hidden door 
latches?”  

Immediately, the conversation blossomed with suggestions. Plans were 
discussed and excitement grew.  

When conversation began to lag again, Mouse began talking about the 
cavern they were closing in on, about the numerous wall hangings, the 
carved tables, the ready-to-light torches. “Bigger than big!” Mouse said at 
one point, his arms flinging wide, the lantern in his hand nearly smashing 
into William’s.  

“Hey! Watch it!” William managed to avoid the collision by pulling his own 
lantern back quickly, but it banged against the tunnel wall and the glass 
shattered. He grumbled loudly at the inconvenience of the lost light.  

The climb up via the pitons had been the most unpleasant, unnerving 
physical activity William could recall experiencing. But that wasn’t the only 
problem. Today’s unaccustomed exercise had taxed him more than he had 
imagined it would, and his sweat-soaked shirt and vest were getting 
uncomfortably itchy. Even the toes of his boots were being uncooperative, 
constantly catching on stray pebbles, tripping him up. He’d only stayed 
with the team this long because he’d argued so hard to be included in the 
first group to explore, insisting he could keep up when other, more fit 
individuals had angled to take a spot on the team. And he’d tried to keep his 
spirits up and a smile on his face. But really, enough aggravation and 
discomfort were enough. 



And this was the last straw. 

“I’m going back,” he announced. 

Apparently, William wasn’t alone in his thinking. Despite the promised 
proximity to this magical space they had yet to set eyes on, they’d been on 
their feet for a full day. Exhaustion was setting in, along with the knowledge 
that there would be a long trek back home before a hot meal could be eaten.  

Taking the opportunity presented, Matthew commiserated with William.  
“Can’t do much without a lantern.” He patted William on the shoulder and 
added, “Might as well go back with you. We can supervise the youngsters, 
make sure dinner is edible.” 

“Good point.” William was relieved to have company. He wasn’t entirely 
sure he could negotiate the pitons without assistance. He saw Mouse 
quietly tie extra rope to Matthew’s pack, and would have snapped at the 
implication that the extra rope would be needed for him…until he realized 
he was more grateful than perturbed. 

Their crew now down by half, Vincent and Mouse moved them as quickly as 
they could down the long passage.  

Vincent couldn’t blame his tired friends for turning away to head home. 
Perhaps he had, after all, over-promised in his excitement over their find? 
The trek was taking them much deeper into the day than his original plan. 
And with all the unexpected delays, they would have much less time than 
anticipated to explore once they entered the vast hall. But he knew they had 
to be quite close to their goal now. 

Yet… A growing unease was intruding at the edge of Vincent’s perceptions. 
He couldn’t put his finger on the source but he felt as if he should be 
noticing something. Shaking his head, he resisted the impulse to chase the 
source of that unnerving feeling. The prospect of seeing the wonder on his 
compatriots’ faces buoyed him. He pinned his gaze to the upper edge of the 
tunnel wall, faith in their mission taking precedence in his heart. 

On they went.  

And on. Farther and farther. Until Vincent finally halted their progress.  

Mouse consulted his hand-drawn map. Their measurement of distance the 
night before hadn’t been exact, but it was precise enough that he thought 



they were in the general area where the hidden release in the rock wall of 
the tunnel could be found. Yet it hadn’t been.  

“I hate to say this but…perhaps we made a mis-calculation in the length of 
the passage yesterday. I suggest we retrace our steps.” Vincent winced to 
see the frowns on his companions’ foreheads. 

The wearying group turned back the way they had come. Each of them held 
their lantern high, helping Vincent and Mouse look for that so-far-elusive 
mark which disclosed the site of the craftily hidden door in the rock wall of 
the tunnel.  

Still it wasn’t found.  

Vincent felt his throat constrict as he suggested, “We must not have gone 
far enough the first time. I think we should turn around and continue down 
the passageway again.” 

Frustration fueled a burgeoning anger in the remnants of their team, now 
suspicious that an elaborate trick had been played on them. “C’mon, guys,” 
Cullen complained. “The joke’s stale now. Find this supposed chamber soon 
or I’m going back.” 

“We would never play such a trick,” Vincent promised. “The charcoal mark 
is where the access point is, and it’s very noticeable. We will find it.” He 
looked at Mouse then back at the others. “Why don’t you rest now, and we 
will go on ahead again,” he suggested, indicating with a gesture himself and 
Mouse. 

He and Mouse left the others leaning against their packs. When they had 
traveled a long distance, Mouse murmured, “Don’t see them.”  

Vincent turned to look at him. “Them? What do you mean?” 

The younger man shook his blonde curls, a frown creasing his brow. “No 
footprints.” 

Vincent’s eyes widened as he took in the implication. He stopped and 
looked down: the only footprints in the thin dirt on the passage floor were 
the ones they were making now…but, he belatedly realized, that had been 
true since the moment they had entered the passage.  



This was what had been plucking at his perception all afternoon. They had 
not found the footprints they had left in the dirt yesterday. Not one. They 
should have been able to follow the disturbance in the dirt right up to the 
hidden doorway. But he had been too distracted to notice, at least 
consciously. 

Had some breeze through the passageway blown their footprints away? It 
had been a windy night Above, and it was always possible the air currents 
were disturbed even this far below the city; it happened on occasion in the 
Home Tunnels, so why not here? Still… 

Vincent and Mouse stared at each other in dismay. Their mission was a 
failure.  

The grim faces of their compatriots greeted them as they returned.  

“We apologize. We can’t find the access door. It’s here, but…” Vincent 
shrugged, keenly aware of the furrowed brows and bitten-back retorts of 
the four people who had stuck with them all day and into the evening. 

Without a word, the band of erstwhile explorers turned and retraced their 
steps to the crevasse that thankfully still held their newly placed pitons.  

 

Everyone Below was disappointed to hear of the failure of their mission. 
And nobody volunteered to search again the next day…especially since 
Mouse had discovered in the morning that his hand-drawn map had 
disappeared.  

Mouse assumed that Arthur had made off with the map, although, if he 
could have been asked, the raccoon would have claimed no interest in 
things that were neither shiny nor edible.  

The map’s loss remained a small part of a larger mystery. And mystery it 
remained. A flooded section of the Home Tunnels took everyone’s attention 
from planning further exploration. Then two new residents were accepted 
into the community and needed to be made welcome and accommodated. 
And soon Winterfest was upon them. As time went on, and other 
responsibilities pushed the thought of returning to the drawbridge and 
what lay beyond it further into the future, the prospect of unraveling the 
mystery faded completely from the community at large. But in his heart, 



Vincent never let his hopes die; he and Mouse would untangle the 
tantalizing enigma. 

And then one day… 

 

PART THREE? Perhaps it will be in the 2023 San Diego Conzine! 

 

 

* Note: Part One of this story was posted on BBTV, the Classic B&B Google Mailing 
List, on January 12, as part of the celebration of Vincent’s birthday. Part One is 
repeated here, and Part Two is new for Winterfest Online 2023. 

 


